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FIRE released its 2015 report and an interactive 
infographic on campus speech codes across 
America this past December. FIRE’s findings 
show that more than half of the 437 schools 
analyzed maintain policies severely restricting 
students’ right to free speech.

Most universities continue to enforce speech 
codes that don’t satisfy First Amendment 
standards. For the seventh consecutive year, 
however, the percentage of speech codes has 
dropped. But the federal government’s efforts 
to address sexual harassment on campus are 
leading a number of universities to adopt flatly 
unconstitutional speech policies.

The greatest threat to free speech on campus may 
now be the federal government.

Major findings from Spotlight on Speech Codes 
2015: The State of Free Speech on Our Nation’s 
Campuses include:

•  55.2 percent of the 437 schools 
surveyed have “red light” speech 
codes, which clearly and substantially 
restrict protected speech.

•  The University of Florida, Oregon 
State University, and Plymouth State 
University eliminated all of their 
speech codes this year, earning FIRE’s 
highest rating, a “green light.”

•  The percentage of red light schools 
has declined by 20 points from seven 
years ago, while the percentage of 
green light schools has doubled.

•  However, under pressure from the U.S. 
Department of Education’s Office for 
Civil Rights, a number of universities, 
including Pennsylvania State University 
and the University of Connecticut, have 
newly adopted unconstitutional speech 
codes under the guise of harassment 
policies. Absent explicit clarification 
from the Department of Education, 
FIRE expects this unfortunate trend to 
continue at other institutions.

Spotlight on Speech Codes 2015 reports on policies 
at more than 400 of America’s largest and most 
prestigious colleges and universities, all of 
which are accessible online in FIRE’s searchable 
Spotlight database.

The continued decline in speech codes is 
excellent news, but supporters of free speech 
need to confront the threat from the federal 
government head-on and work to make sure 
colleges understand that n o  g o v e r n m e n t 
r e g u l a t i o n  c a n  trump the First Amendment.

NEW REPORT: Most U.S. Colleges Violate Students’ 
Free Speech Rights

C O V E R  S T O R Y
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What’s better than one win for student speech? 
Two wins—in less than 24 hours. 

In December, FIRE’s Stand Up For Speech 
Litigation Project celebrated two victories over 
speech codes in less than a day’s time. 

On December 2, the University of Hawaii (UH) 
agreed to settle a First Amendment lawsuit filed 
by University of Hawaii at Hilo students Merritt 
Burch and Anthony Vizzone. The pair sued UH 
after an administrator stopped Burch from 
passing out copies of the U.S. Constitution and 
another told both of them to restrict their protest 
against National Security Agency (NSA) spying to 
a tiny, flood-prone “free speech zone.” 

As part of the settlement, UH revised its speech 
policies systemwide to allow free speech and the 
distribution of literature in “all areas generally 
available to students and the community” 
without requiring that students seek permission 
first. UH also agreed to pay $50,000 in attorneys’ 
fees and damages.

The next day, Citrus College in California 
agreed to settle student Vincenzo Sinapi-
Riddle’s free speech lawsuit for $110,000. 
Sinapi-Riddle filed suit after being threatened 
with removal from campus for gathering 
signatures for a petition against NSA 
surveillance outside of Citrus’s miniscule 
“free speech area.” 

In addition to the monetary settlement for 
damages and attorneys’ fees, Citrus revised 
numerous policies, agreed not to impede 

free expression in all open areas of campus, 
and adopted a definition of harassment that 
complies with the First Amendment. To hold 
Citrus to the settlement, the U.S. District 
Court for the Central District of California 
will retain jurisdiction over the case for one 
year, allowing Sinapi-Riddle to enforce the 
agreement without filing a new lawsuit.

The lawsuits were two of four filed on July 1, 
marking the public launch of FIRE’s Stand Up For 
Speech Litigation Project. With FIRE’s assistance, 
the students were represented by Robert Corn-
Revere, Ronald London, and Lisa Zycherman of 
the law firm Davis Wright Tremaine. 

“I’m so happy that the University of Hawaii has 
revised its policies, and I’m grateful for the help 
from FIRE and our attorneys,” said Burch. “Now 
students across the University of Hawaii system 
can exercise their First Amendment rights 
without fear that they will be disciplined.”

“I feel that free speech and the ability to 
express oneself freely is a very important right 
for all students,” said Sinapi-Riddle. “I’m very 
grateful for FIRE’s help in making sure that 
limitations on free speech are a thing of the 
past at Citrus College.”

As a part of the Stand Up For Speech project, 
FIRE has coordinated seven lawsuits to date, 
with more on the way. UH and Citrus are the 
second and third suits that have been settled in 
favor of students’ rights. The remaining four 
suits are ongoing.

FIRE’s Litigation Project Secures 
Two Victories in 24 Hours
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Each summer, FIRE gives undergraduate 
students the opportunity to gain real 
work experience, research and write 
about student rights, and learn about the 
moral, legal, and practical foundations 
of free speech. Through our internship 
program, promising students from 
across the country assist FIRE’s staff in 
defending civil liberties on campus for 
eight weeks. 

Interns will work closely with our 
campus outreach, defense, education, 
development, and media programs to 
assist with research and administrative projects. 
By assisting FIRE staff, interns gain valuable 
experience in the nonprofit advocacy sector. 
Interns write about FIRE cases and issues for 
our blog, The Torch, assist with planning and 
running the annual student summer conference, 
and develop strategies for defending free speech 
when they return to campus. 

Interns also attend weekly educational seminars 
with FIRE staff and other civil liberties experts to 
discuss civil liberties in the educational context 
through a variety of lenses. Seminars cover the 
Free Speech Movement of the 1960s, the history 
of speech code case law, the philosophical 

underpinnings of free speech, and the best 
strategies for messaging freedom. 

FIRE is looking for intelligent, energetic 
undergraduates (rising sophomores, juniors, and 
seniors) interested in FIRE’s mission and work. 
Candidates must possess excellent research, 
writing, and communication skills. The ability 
to work under pressure and a sense of humor are 
also important. The eight-week program runs 
from Monday, June 8, through Friday, July 31, and 
interns receive a $2,800 stipend. The internship 
program is run from our office in historic 
Philadelphia, just steps from Independence Hall 
and the Liberty Bell.  

Applications Are Now Open for FIRE’s 
Summer Internship Program

TO AppLY, candidates should submit a cover letter, resume, and writing sample of no more than five 
pages to internships@thefire.org. Applications should be addressed to Molly Nocheck, Program Officer 
for FIRE’s Campus Outreach department. 

please encourage qualified candidates to apply!

 speech code of the Quarter
FIRE announces its Speech Code of the Quarter: Pennsylvania State 
University, FIRE’s Speech Code of the Month for December 2014. Last 
year, Penn State adopted a restrictive new definition of sexual harassment: 
“unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or 

physical conduct of a sexual nature that is unwanted, inappropriate, or unconsented to.” Under this policy, 
a single off-color joke or comment is sufficient to constitute sexual harassment if someone subjectively 
finds it inappropriate or merely doesn’t consent to hearing it. This is a clear violation of students’ First 
Amendment rights, which Penn State—as a public university—is legally bound to uphold.
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This year, the University of California, Berkeley 
(UC Berkeley) has been celebrating the 
50th anniversary of the historic Free Speech 
Movement. But as FIRE has pointed out, the 
university’s own policies governing student free 
speech could use some improvement. 

In a letter sent to UC Berkeley Chancellor 
Nicholas Dirks in September, FIRE detailed 
the First Amendment issues with each of the 
university’s six current speech codes. All of 
these policies earn a “yellow light” rating 
from FIRE, meaning that they over-regulate 
campus discourse and too easily encourage 
administrative abuse and arbitrary application. 

Perhaps the most restrictive speech code is 
UC Berkeley’s free speech zone policy, which 
limits students to two designated areas on 
campus—identified as Sproul Plaza and Lower 
Sproul Plaza—for unregistered or spontaneous 
expression, even peaceful protest or silent 
distribution of literature.

“The University of California, Berkeley should 
be proud of the Free Speech Movement’s 
legacy and happy to celebrate this momentous 
occasion 50 years later,” said FIRE President 
Greg Lukianoff. “However, the university’s 
many restrictions on student expression are an 
affront to that legacy. As the birthplace of the 
Free Speech Movement, UC Berkeley should be 
leading the way on the First Amendment, not 
violating student rights.”

Lukianoff spoke at a campus event commemorating 
the Free Speech Movement in late September.

UC Berkeley’s policies weren’t the only threat 
to student speech rights at the institution this 
fall, unfortunately. FIRE’s letter followed a 
controversy sparked earlier in September by a 
campus-wide email from Chancellor Dirks that 
called for “civility” and “courteousness” as limits 
to freedom of expression, while managing only a 
halfhearted endorsement of free speech. 

Dirks’s email sparked public criticism, including 
an op-ed in The Wall Street Journal by Lukianoff. 
The Board of Directors of the Free Speech 
Movement Archives and the 50th Anniversary 
Organizing Committee also sent a letter to Dirks 
chastising him for “miss[ing] the central point” 
of the Free Speech Movement. 

In response, Dirks issued a follow-up email 
reassuring students and faculty at UC Berkeley 
that they will not be punished for protected 
speech in the name of civility.

“Chancellor Dirks’s clarification of his position 
on free speech is a welcome development,” said 
Azhar Majeed, Director of FIRE’s Individual Rights 
Education Program. “There’s no better time for UC 
Berkeley to take the next step and revise its written 
policies. Maintaining six different speech codes and 
limiting students’ expressive activity to two areas 
on campus is an abandonment of the proud legacy 
of the Free Speech Movement.”

UC Berkeley Celebrates Free Speech Movement—But 
Needs To Fix Its Own Policies
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donor spotlight: the sandra and lawrence 
post family foundation

The success of FIRE’s 15th anniversary dinner 
and all of the accomplishments we saw in our 
landmark year were made possible by the support 

of our committed 
friends and supporters. 
Among our most 
steadfast              and 
generous donors is the 
Sandra and Lawrence 
Post Foundation. 
Sandy and Larry Post 
have been supporting 
FIRE’s work for over 
ten years, and starting 
in 2012 they funded 
FIRE’s “Freedom in 
Academia” high school 

essay contest, an initiative that reaches hundreds 
of thousands of high school students with FIRE’s 

message and provides college scholarships to the 
most liberty-minded ones. 

Larry explains why he and Sandy support FIRE: 
“We love FIRE because it fills a huge need to fight 
for freedom of speech on college campuses which, 
sadly, has been significantly curtailed.”

Lawrence A. Post has over 46 years of investment 
industry experience. In 1992, he founded Post 
Advisory Group, a High Yield money management 
firm and grew it to $13 billion in assets. He is a 
graduate of the Wharton School MBA program 
and Lehigh University. Larry serves on several 
boards and both he and his wife devote a large 
part of their time to philanthropic pursuits.

Sandy and Larry, thank you so much for all of 
your support and generosity over the years. You 
are helping us make the academy a safer place for 
free expression, and we are honored to have you 
among our friends and allies in this fight.

FIRE CELEbRATES 15 YEARS
on octoBer 23, fire celeBrated 15 Years of defending student and facultY rights at our 
anniversary gala in New York City. It was a spectacular evening. Guests had the opportunity to meet some 
of the student-plaintiffs defending their free speech rights as part of our Stand Up For Speech Litigation 
Project, share whatever messages they wanted on a “free speech wall,” and hear from distinguished 
free speech advocates like Harvard University professor and bestselling author Steven Pinker, as well as 
legendary First Amendment attorney Floyd Abrams, who noted, “We are in the midst of an epidemic and 
FIRE is providing an antidote.” 
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donor spotlight: Joshua lobel 

This year, FIRE was proud to welcome a new 
donor to our ranks, Joshua Lobel. He supported 
our 15th anniversary at the highest sponsorship 
level and introduced his friends and colleagues to 
FIRE’s mission. 

Josh on why he supports FIRE’s work: “I am a 
rational optimist and believe that the path of 
humanity is upward so long as new, old, and 
opposing ideas have the opportunity to compete in 
sunlight. When one group of ideologists attempts 
to silence another, all of society suffers through 
the reduction in philosophical competition. 
During a time in which elements of the academy 
are increasingly warm to the benefits of limiting 
free speech, FIRE is an ideologically agnostic 
guardian of peoples’ freedom of expression. I am 

honored to support FIRE as an American, as a 
humanitarian, and as a parent.”

Josh is a co-founder and managing partner at 
Archer Capital Management LP, a hedge fund 
with offices in New York and Los Angeles. Josh 
graduated from the University of California 
at Los Angeles and received his MBA from the 
Wharton School of Business. He and his wife 
Michelle are the proud parents of five young 
children and are active in various philanthropic 
and civic activities.

Josh, thank you so much for recognizing the 
need for FIRE’s work and providing us with the 
resources and confidence to do it. We are honored 
to have you as a new friend and donor!

Plymouth State University (PSU) has 
eliminated all of its speech codes, 
earning FIRE’s highest, “green 
light,” rating. Plymouth State is to be 
commended for its commitment to 
free speech. As one of only 19 schools 
earning a green light rating, Plymouth 
State is now a leader in protecting the 
freedom of speech on campus.

FIRE began working on speech 
code reform with PSU faculty and 

administrators in January 2014. Sam 
Brickley, an associate professor of 
business law at PSU, led the effort at 
the university along with a small group 
of PSU administrators and faculty. It 
was a pleasure to work with members 
of the Plymouth State faculty and 
administration to make these changes 
happen. We have seen more and more 
universities interested in undertaking 
speech code reform in recent years, 
and we hope this trend will continue.

Plymouth State University Earns FIRE’s 
Highest Rating for Free Speech
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